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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a decision tree (DT) based pedometer algorithm and its implementation on
Android. The DT- based pedometer can classify 3 gait patterns, including walking on level
ground (WLG), up stairs (WUS) and down stairs (WDS). It can discard irrelevant motion and
count user’s steps accurately. The overall classification accuracy is 89.4%. Accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetic field sensors are used in the device. When user puts his/her smart
phone into the pocket, the pedometer can automatically count steps of different gait patterns.
Two methods are tested to map the acceleration from mobile phone’s reference frame to the
direction of gravity. Two significant features are employed to classify different gait patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Commonly used pedometers are often built as separate products and their accuracy is often
affected by random motions. In this paper, we present a new method to count steps of walking
using a mobile phone. We use several sensors to extract signal features and a decision tree to
perform data classification. Gyroscopes and accelerometers are wildly used to detect human
motions. Gyroscope sensor is used to measure the angular velocity of an object. Doheny et al.
used a single gyroscope to analyze spatial gait [1]. Lim et al. proposed a gyroscope-based
pedometer [2]. A gyroscope is adhered to the right shank segment to detect user’s motion. The
work presented here uses gyroscope to measure angular velocity of user’s thigh, when the phone
is in the user’s pocket as shown in Figure 1.
The accelerometer can be used as a sensor to measure the acceleration of an object. Aguiar et al.
used the accelerometer embedded in smart phone to detect falling of the elder [3]. Mantyjarvi et
al. used accelerometers to recognize human motions [4]. The magnetic field sensor is often used
in global positioning system navigation. In this work, data from this sensor are used to generate a
rotation matrix. Using the matrix and the original acceleration, the vertical acceleration can be
determined. Decision tree is one of the predictive modeling approaches used in statistics, data
mining and machine learning. In a decision tree [5], leaves represent target values, which are also
called class labels, and branches represent measurements about an item, which is also called a
feature. Manap et al. used decision tree to detect parkinsonian gait motor impairment [6].
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Figure 1. An example of a mobile phone in the user’s pocket.

In the work by Lovell et al. [7], a sliding window with a size of 128 samples is used to segment
signal of acceleration. In our work, an angular velocity based algorithm is developed to segment
the signal of acceleration. Using this algorithm, classification and step counting can be done at the
same time. In many pervious work of pedometer or gait classification, such as [2], [7], [8],
researchers did not consider the capacity of anti-interference of their systems. In our method,
daily irrelevant motions are added to the training set to improve the capacity of anti-interference
of the system.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
System Start
Sensor: Collect data
Segment the signal
Acceleration mapping
Feature extraction
Classification and count steps
Figure 2. System follow chart of the pedometer.

The system structure of the proposed pedometer is shown in Figure 2. Signals of original
acceleration, angular velocity and magnetic field are recorded with a sampling frequency of 100
Hz. Then the signals will be cut into small segments. After that, original acceleration is mapped to
the direction of the gravity. The features are extracted from each segment. Finally, all features are
sent to the decision tree to classify each segment.
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3. SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
3.1. Algorithms for signal segmenting
To the thigh, a cycle of walking only contains 2 phases, forward rotation (FR) and backward
rotation (BR). According to the case shown in Figure 1 and the reference frame of gyroscope
shown in Figure 3, BR and FR can be detected by the x-axis of gyroscope in mobile phone.

Figure 3. Three axes of the gyroscope in a mobile phone.

Most mobile phones now have a large screen and occupy most space of user’s pocket. Therefore,
the position of mobile phone is usually stable in the user’s pocket and it is reliable to use the xaxis to detect FR and BR. FR and BR can be easily recognized in the signal of x-axis as shown in
Figures 5, 6 and 7. The principle of the algorithm is to detect FR of user’s thigh and use it to
separate signal of each step. The system will continue to monitor the angular velocity of x-axis
and detect FR.
If there are 15 consecutive data points whose values are all less than -1 rad/s, an FR is detected.
The start point of a segment is the first data point with positive value after the FR. The start point
is located by monitoring the first positive point after detecting the 15 consecutive negative points.
The end point of a segment is the last peak whose value is larger than 1 rad/s, before the FR of the
next step. A peak is located by checking whether there is a data point denoted by x(n) that meets
the requirement : x(n)-x(n-1)>0 and x(n+1)-x(n)<0, where n denotes the index of the data point.
After setting the start point, if no FR is detected, the end point of the segment will be set to be the
150th data point after the start point. The signals of angular velocity and vertical vibration are
segmented according to start points and end points as shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. FR is an
important element of a walk-like event. If no FR is detected, no segments will be created as
illustrated by the signals after the segmentation in Figure 8. Therefore, some irrelevant motions
are discarded and the reliability of the system is improved.
Using this algorithm, one segment represents a walk-like event. The system can simply count the
number of segments, which are considered to be true walk events by a decision tree, and obtain
the number of steps of different gait patterns as shown in Figure 8. Let SWLG, SWUS, and SWDS
denote the number of steps of the 3 gait patterns. The mobile phone only monitors one of user’s
thighs. Therefore, one segment represents 2 steps.
If a sliding window is used, one step might be detected with 2 consecutive windows, and the
number of segments is not equal to the number of steps. Also, a step near the boundary of a
segment might be missed, if the step counting algorithm is applied to a larger segment that
consists of several small segments.
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Figure 4. Signals of walking on a level ground

Figure 5. Signals of walking up stairs.

Figure 6. Signals of walking down stairs.
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Figure 7. Signals of walking down stairs.

A segment
Feature extraction

WLG

SWLG=SWLG+2

A decision tree

WUS

SWUS=SWUS+2

WDS

SWDS=SWDS+2

Irrelevant motion

Discarded

Figure 8. Gait classification and step counting.

3.2 Acceleration mapping
The acceleration given by the mobile phone is respected in the mobile phone reference frame
shown in Figure 3. Vertical vibration is a significant signal induced by the walk. Therefore,
original acceleration needs to be mapped to the direction of the gravity to generate the signal of
vertical vibration. There are two methods to achieve it.
In the first method, we calculate the angle between vector of linear acceleration provided by
linear acceleration sensor and the vector of g provided by gravity sensor, where g denotes the
acceleration due to gravity, and |g|=9.8 m/s2. Let Alinear denote the linear acceleration, AGD denote
the value of the acceleration in the direction of gravity, and xlinear, ylinear and zlinear denote elements
of the vector of Alinear respectively, then they can be computed as follows.
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In the second method, a rotation matrix can be generated by getRotationMatrix, a function
provided by Android, using data from the accelerometer and the magnetic field. Then the original
acceleration can be mapped to the direction of gravity. Let AGD denote the value of the
acceleration in the direction of gravity, Mrotation denote the rotation matrix and Aoriginal denote the
vector of acceleration respecting to mobile phone’s reference frame, then

In Android, there are two kinds of sensors, hardware-based sensors and software-based sensors.
Software-based sensors need data from several hardware-based sensors to produce its own data
[9]. This means they need more time to process their data. Linear acceleration sensor and gravity
sensor are software-based. Method 2 is better than Method 1 because the former is based on
hardware-based sensors and needs less time to generate the data.

4. SIGNIFICANT FEATURES
In Figure 9, DFS denotes the distance between one’s foot and the surface of ground or stairs.
LengthM denotes the length between the start point and the point of the maximum in a segment.
LengthS denotes the length of a segment. In the signal of vertical vibration, two significant
features, location of peak in a segment and variance are found to classify different gait patterns.

4.1. Location of the maximum in a segment
The definition is shown as follows. LocationM denotes the location of the maximum in a segment.
Data of a segment is recorded in an array. Each data point has its own index. IndexS denotes the
index of the start point. IndexE denotes the index of the end point. IndexM denotes the index of the
data point with maximum value. LengthS denotes the length of a segment. LengthM denotes the
distance between the start point and the point with the maximum value.
(5)
(6)

(7)
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Figure 9. Gait analysis and signal of vertical vibration

Signal in a segment represents the BR of user’s thigh, as shown in Figure 9. In motions of
walking on level ground or walking up stairs, when the user begins to rotate his/her thigh
backward, his/her foot will soon touch the surface, due to small DFS. Then vibration is induced by
heel strike. Therefore, the maximum is located near the start point of a segment. When walking
down stairs, DFS is larger. After beginning to rotate one’s thigh backward, one’s foot will not soon
touch the surface and induce vibration. Then the maximum is not located near the start point. This
feature can separate the motion of walking down stairs from the other 2 gait patterns.

4.2 Variance of a segment
Let Da denote the average of data values in a segment, n denote the number of data points, and Di
denote a specified data point. Var denotes the variance of a segment. We calculate the variance of
a segment as follows

(8)

(9)
In Figure 9, R1 and R2 denote 2 ranges in the signals of walking on level ground and down stairs
respectively. R1 is a range of vibration. This range will increase the variance of the segment.
Compared with R1, R2 is a range that is relatively flat. R2 will decrease the variance of the
segment. Therefore, the variance of a segment of walking on level ground will be larger than that
in a segment of walking up stairs. Using this feature, the motion of walking on level ground can
be distinguished from the motion of walking up stairs.
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5. TRAINING SET AND DECISION TREE
Five subjects, participate in an experiment to create a training set with 4 kinds of motions,
including the 3 gait patterns and irrelevant motion. We choose the decision tree as the
classification engine since it has a very low computational complexity and can be implemented
on a mobile computing unit (MCU) efficiently [10-12]. In order to avoid imbalanced distribution
of different classes in a decision tree, the amount of each class in a training set should be
balanced. If one class is the majority in a training set, the decision tree created by this training set
is more likely to classify an unknown instance to that class. Then C4.5 algorithm in Weka is used
to identify distinct features and create a decision tree, according to the training set. Six features
are selected to create the decision tree as shown in Figure 10. In this figure, “Ground” denotes
walking on level ground. “Up” denotes walking up stairs. “Down” denotes walking down stairs.
“Other” denotes irrelevant motion. In the signal of vertical acceleration, AcceleGMin denotes the
minimum value, AcceleGMax denotes the maximum value, AcceleGAverage denotes the
average, AcceleGMaxL denotes the location of the maximum and AcceleGVar denotes the
variance. In the signal of angular velocity, GyroMin denotes the minimum.

Figure 10. Decision tree used in the system

While creating the classifier Weka also evaluate the performance of this predictive model. Cross
validation is a common method to evaluate the accuracy of classifiers [10]. In Leave One-Out
(LOO) cross validation, one subject is used for testing and the rest are used for training. The
classification result is then computed and repeated until all subjects have participated in the
testing dataset. The overall classification result is then computed as the average of all testing
subjects [13]. Here 10-folder cross-validation is used to measure the accuracy of this classifier. In
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the cross-validation, the whole training dataset is divided into 10 subsets. One subset is used for
testing the rest are used for training. The classification accuracy of this decision tree is 92.3645 %.
Another measure of classification algorithms performance is a confusion matrix [14]. Precision
and recall are typical classification performance measures using the confusion matrix [15].
Precision and recall are defined as:

(10)

(11)
To a class in training dataset, TP (True Positive) denotes the number of correctly classified
positive instances, FN (false negative) denotes the number of positive instances incorrectly
classified as negative; TN (true negative) denotes the number of correctly classified negative
instances and FP( false positive) denotes number of negative instances incorrectly classified as
positive. The precise and recall of each class is shown in table 1.
Table.1 Confusion matrix of the decision tree

Class
WLG
WUS
WDS
Other

WLG
93
1
0
3

Classified as
WUS
WDS
1
2
87
0
1
80
6
3

Other
4
4
6
115

TP
93
87
80
115

FP
4
8
5
14

Measurement
FN
Precision
7
95.9%
5
91.6%
7
94.1%
12
89.1%

Recall
93.0%
94.6%
92.0%
90.6%

6. EXPERIMENT RESULT
The decision tree based pedometer is tested in a walking experiment and an anti-interference
experiment. Subjects were asked to wear a Samsung Gear fit [16], a wearable device, in the two
experiments. Then the efficiency of the proposed system can be compared with that of the Gear
fit. Four subjects participated in these two experiments. In the walking experience, each subject
was asked to take 200 steps on level ground, go up 4 floors, then go down 4 floors. Each floor has
16 stairs. In the anti-interference experiment, subjects were asked to shake or swing the mobile
phone and the Gear fit 10 times at the same time and to see whether the pedometer and Gear fit
take those motions as steps. Samsung Gear fit cannot classify gait patterns. The accuracy of Gear
fit in Table 1 only represents the accuracy of step detection. In the walking experiment, the
overall classification accuracy is 89.4%. In the anti-interference experiment, the average false
steps recorded by the pedometer are 2.5, while Gear fit produces 12 false steps, as shown in Table
2.
Table .1 Accuracy of step detection
Proposed Pedometer
Gait
Pattern
WLG

Total
Steps
800

Steps Detected

Accuracy of Step Detection

776

97.0%

Samsung Gear Fit
Steps
Detected
779

Accuracy of
Step detection
97.4%

WUS

256

230

89.8%

235

91.8%

WDS
Average

256
------

238
------

92.9%
93.2%

210
------

82.0%
90.4%
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Table .2 Accuracy of classification
Proposed Pedometer

Gait Pattern

Total Steps

Steps Correctly Classified

Accuracy of Classification

WLG

800

752

94.0%

WUS

256

218

85.2%

WDS
Average

256
------

228
------

89.1%
89.4%

Table 3. Result of anti-interference experiment

Subject1

False Steps Recorded
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

Average

Proposed Pedometer

2

0

4

4

2.5

Gear fit

13

10

17

8

12

7. CONCLUSION
A decision-based pedometer that can count steps and classify 3 gait patterns is developed. An
angular velocity based algorithm is used in this pedometer to segment signals and enable the
pedometer to count steps of different gait patterns easily. The decision tree is used to improve the
accuracy and reliability of the pedometer. The system has been tested in several experiments with
good results. The experiment results show that the proposed pedometer produces much less false
step count than a commercial product.
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